PROMETHEUS
from Old Greek Stories: The Story of Prometheus
by James Baldwin, 1895
I. How Fire Was Given to Men
In those old, old times, there lived two brothers who were not like other men, nor yet
like those Mighty Ones who lived upon the mountain top. They were the sons of one of
those Titans who had fought against Jupiter and been sent in chains to the strong
prison-house of the Lower World.
The name of the elder of these brothers was Prometheus, or Forethought; for he was
always thinking of the future and making things ready for what might happen
tomorrow, or next week, or next year, or it may be in a hundred years to come. The
younger was called Epimetheus, or Afterthought; for he was always so busy thinking of
yesterday, or last year, or a hundred years ago, that he had no care at all for what might
come to pass after a while.
For some cause Jupiter had not sent these brothers to prison with the rest of the Titans.
Prometheus did not care to live amid the clouds on the mountain top. He was too busy
for that. While the Mighty Folk were spending their time in idleness, drinking nectar
and eating ambrosia, he was intent upon plans for making the world wiser and better
than it had ever been before.
He went out amongst men to live with them and help them; for his heart was filled with
sadness when he found that they were no longer happy as they had been during the
golden days when Saturn was king. Ah, how very poor and wretched they were! He
found them living in caves and in holes of the earth, shivering with the cold because
there was no fire, dying of starvation, hunted by wild beasts and by one another–the
most miserable of all living creatures.
“If they only had fire,” said Prometheus to himself, “they could at least warm themselves
and cook their food; and after a while they could learn to make tools and build
themselves houses. Without fire, they are worse off than the beasts.
Then he went boldly to Jupiter and begged him to give fire to men, that so they might
have a little comfort through the long, dreary months of winter.
“Not a spark will I give,” said Jupiter. “No, indeed! Why, if men had fire they might
become strong and wise like ourselves, and after a while they would drive us out of our
kingdom. Let them shiver with cold, and let them live like the beasts. It is best for them
to be poor and ignorant, that so we Mighty Ones may thrive and be happy.”
Prometheus made no answer; but he had set his heart on helping mankind, and he did
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not give up. He turned away, and left Jupiter and his mighty company forever.
As he was walking by the shore of the sea he found a reed, or, as some say, a tall stalk of fennel,
growing; and when he had broken it off he saw that its hollow center was filled
with a dry, soft pith which would burn slowly and keep on fire a long time. He took the
long stalk in his hands, and started with it towards the dwelling of the sun in the far
east.
“Mankind shall have fire in spite of the tyrant who sits on the mountain top,” he said.
He reached the place of the sun in the early morning just as the glowing, golden orb was rising
from the earth and beginning his daily journey through the sky. He touched the end of the long
reed to the flames, and the dry pith caught on fire and burned slowly.
Then he turned and hastened back to his own land, carrying with him the precious spark
hidden in the hollow center of the plant.

He called some of the shivering men from their caves and built a fire for them, and
showed them how to warm themselves by it and how to build other fires from the coals.
Soon there was a cheerful blaze in every rude home in the land, and men and women
gathered round it and were warm and happy, and thankful to Prometheus for the
wonderful gift which he had brought to them from the sun.
It was not long until they learned to cook their food and so to eat like men instead of like
beasts. They began at once to leave off their wild and savage habits; and instead of
lurking in the dark places of the world, they came out into the open air and the bright
sunlight, and were glad because life had been given to them.
After that, Prometheus taught them, little by little, a thousand things. He showed them
how to build houses of wood and stone, and how to tame sheep and cattle and make
them useful, and how to plow and sow and reap, and how to protect themselves from the storms
of winter and the beasts of the woods. Then he showed them how to dig in the earth for copper
and iron, and how to melt the ore, and how to hammer it into shape
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and fashion from it the tools and weapons which they needed in peace and war; and
when he saw how happy the world was becoming he cried out:
“A new Golden Age shall come, brighter and better by far than the old!”
II. How Diseases and Cares Came Among Men
Things might have gone on very happily indeed, and the Golden Age might really have
come again, had it not been for Jupiter. But one day, when he chanced to look down
upon the earth, he saw the fires burning, and the people living in houses, and the flocks
feeding on the hills, and the grain ripening in the fields, and this made him very angry
“Who has done all this?” he asked.
And some one answered, “Prometheus!”
“What! that young Titan!” he cried. “Well, I will punish him in a way that will make him
wish I had shut him up in the prison-house with his kinsfolk. But as for those puny men,
let them keep their fire. I will make them ten times more miserable than they were
before they had it.”
Of course it would be easy enough to deal with Prometheus at any time, and so Jupiter
was in no great haste about it. He made up his mind to distress mankind first; and he
thought of a plan for doing it in a very strange, roundabout way.
In the first place, he ordered his blacksmith Vulcan, whose forge was in the crater of a
burning mountain, to take a lump of clay which he gave him, and mold it into the form
of a woman. Vulcan did as he was bidden; and when he had finished the image, he
carried it up to Jupiter, who was sitting among the clouds with all the Mighty Folk
around him. It was nothing but a mere lifeless body, but the great blacksmith had given
it a form more perfect than that of any statue that has ever been made.
“Come now!” said Jupiter, “let us all give some goodly gift to this woman;” and he began
by giving her life.
Then the others came in their turn, each with a gift for the marvelous creature. One gave her
beauty; and another a pleasant voice; and another good manners; and another a kind heart; and
another skill in many arts; and, lastly, some one gave her curiosity. Then they called her Pandora,
which means the all-gifted, because she had received gifts from them all.
Pandora was so beautiful and so wondrously gifted that no one could help loving her.
When the Mighty Folk had admired her for a time, they gave her to Mercury, the
lightfooted; and he led her down the mountain side to the place where Prometheus and
his brother were living and toiling for the good of mankind. He met Epimetheus first,
and said to him:
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“Epimetheus, here is a beautiful woman, whom Jupiter has sent to you to be your wife.”
Prometheus had often warned his brother to beware of any gift that Jupiter might send,
for he knew that the mighty tyrant could not be trusted; but when Epimetheus saw
Pandora, how lovely and wise she was, he forgot all warnings, and took her home to live with
him and be his wife.
Pandora was very happy in her new home; and even Prometheus, when he saw her, was pleased
with her loveliness. She had brought with her a golden casket, which Jupiter had given her at
parting, and which he had told her held many precious things; but wise Athena, the queen of the
air, had warned her never, never to open it, nor look at the things inside.
“They must be jewels,” she said to herself; and then she thought of how they would add
to her beauty if only she could wear them. “Why did Jupiter give them to me if I should
never use them, nor so much as look at them?” she asked.
The more she thought about the golden casket, the more curious she was to see what
was in it; and every day she took it down from its shelf and felt of the lid, and tried to
peer inside of it without opening it.
“Why should I care for what Athena told me?” she said at last. “She is not beautiful, and
jewels would be of no use to her. I think that I will look at them, at any rate. Athena will
never know. Nobody else will ever know.”
She opened the lid a very little, just to peep inside. All at once there was a whirring,
rustling sound, and before she could shut it down again, out flew ten thousand strange
creatures with death-like faces and gaunt and dreadful forms, such as nobody in all the
world had ever seen. They fluttered for a little while about the room, and then flew away
to find dwelling-places wherever there were homes of men. They were diseases and
cares; for up to that time mankind had not had any kind of sickness, nor felt any
troubles of mind, nor worried about what the morrow might bring forth.
These creatures flew into every house, and, without any one seeing them, nestled down
in the bosoms of men and women and children, and put an end to all their joy; and ever
since that day they have been flitting and creeping, unseen and unheard, over all the
land, bringing pain and sorrow and death into every household.
If Pandora had not shut down the lid so quickly, things would have gone much worse.
But she closed it just in time to keep the last of the evil creatures from getting out. The
name of this creature was Foreboding, and although he was almost half out of the
casket, Pandora pushed him back and shut the lid so tight that he could never escape. If he had
gone out into the world, men would have known from childhood just what
troubles were going to come to them every day of their lives, and they would never have
had any joy or hope so long as they lived.
And this was the way in which Jupiter sought to make mankind more miserable than
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they had been before Prometheus had befriended them.
III. How the Friend of Men Was Punished
The next thing that Jupiter did was to punish Prometheus for stealing fire from the sun.
He bade two of his servants, whose names were Strength and Force, to seize the bold
Titan and carry him to the topmost peak of the Caucasus Mountains. Then he sent the
blacksmith Vulcan to bind him with iron chains and fetter him to the rocks so that he
could not move hand or foot.

Vulcan did not like to do this, for he was a friend of Prometheus, and yet he did not dare
to disobey. And so the great friend of men, who had given them fire and lifted them out
of their wretchedness and shown them how to live, was chained to the mountain peak;
and there he hung, with the storm-winds whistling always around him, and the pitiless
hail beating in his face, and fierce eagles shrieking in his ears and tearing his body with
their cruel claws. Yet he bore all his sufferings without a groan, and never would he beg
for mercy or say that he was sorry for what he had done.
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Year after year, and age after age, Prometheus hung there. Now and then old Helios, the driver of
the sun car, would look down upon him and smile; now and then flocks of birds would bring him
messages from far-off lands; once the ocean nymphs came and sang wonderful songs in his
hearing; and oftentimes men looked up to him with pitying eyes, and cried out against the tyrant
who had placed him there.
Then, once upon a time, a white cow passed that way,–a strangely beautiful cow, with
large sad eyes and a face that seemed almost human. She stopped and looked up at the cold gray
peak and the giant body which was chained there. Prometheus saw her and spoke to her kindly:
“I know who you are,” he said. “You are Io who was once a fair and happy maiden in
distant Argos; and now, because of the tyrant Jupiter and his jealous queen, you are
doomed to wander from land to land in that unhuman form. But do not lose hope. Go on
to the southward and then to the west; and after many days you shall come to the great
river Nile. There you shall again become a maiden, but fairer and more beautiful than
before; and you shall become the wife of the king of that land, and shall give birth to a
son, from whom shall spring the hero who will break my chains and set me free. As for
me, I bide in patience the day which not even Jupiter can hasten or delay. Farewell!”
Poor Io would have spoken, but she could not. Her sorrowful eyes looked once more at
the suffering hero on the peak, and then she turned and began her long and tiresome
journey to the land of the Nile.
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Ages passed, and at last a great hero whose name was Hercules came to the land of the Caucasus.
In spite of Jupiter’s dread thunderbolts and fearful storms of snow and sleet, he climbed the
rugged mountain peak; he slew the fierce eagles that had so long
tormented the helpless prisoner on those craggy heights; and with a mighty blow, he
broke the fetters of Prometheus and set the grand old hero free.
“I knew that you would come,” said Prometheus. “Ten generations ago I spoke of you to
Io, who was afterwards the queen of the land of the Nile.”
“And Io,” said Hercules, “was the mother of the race from which I am sprung.”

from Prometheus Bound by Aeschylus, 430 B.C.E.
PROMETHEUS
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...When first upon his high, paternal throne
He took his seat, forthwith to divers Gods
Divers good gifts he gave, and parceled out
His empire, but of miserable men
Recked not at all; rather it was his wish
To wipe out man and rear another race:
And these designs none contravened but me.
I risked the bord attempt, and saved mankind
From stark destruction and the road to hell.
Therefore with this sore penance am I bowed,
Grievous to suffer, pitiful to see.
But, for compassion shown to man, such fate
I no wise earned; rather in wrath's despite
Am I to be reformed, and made a show
Of infamy to Zeus.

Prometheus Unbound: A Lyrical Drama in Four Acts
by Percy Bysshe Shelley, 1819
Act I, Scene 1
Scene. — A Ravine of Icy Rocks in the Indian Caucasus. Prometheus is discovered bound
to the Precipice. Panthea and Ione are seated at his feet. Time, night. During the Scene,
morning slowly breaks.
PROMETHEUS
Monarch of Gods and Dæmons, and all Spirits
But One, who throng those bright and rolling worlds
Which Thou and I alone of living things
Behold with sleepless eyes! regard this Earth
Made multitudinous with thy slaves, whom thou
Requitest for knee-worship, prayer, and praise,
And toil, and hecatombs of broken hearts,
With fear and self-contempt and barren hope;
Whilst me, who am thy foe, eyeless in hate,
Hast thou made reign and triumph, to thy scorn,
O'er mine own misery and thy vain revenge.
Three thousand years of sleep-unsheltered hours,
And moments aye divided by keen pangs
Till they seemed years, torture and solitude,
Scorn and despair--these are mine empire:
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More glorious far than that which thou surveyest
From thine unenvied throne, O Mighty God!
Almighty, had I deigned to share the shame
Of thine ill tyranny, and hung not here
Nailed to this wall of eagle-baffling mountain,
Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured; without herb,
Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life.
Ah me! alas, pain, pain ever, forever!
No change, no pause, no hope! Yet I endure.
I ask the Earth, have not the mountains felt?
I ask yon Heaven, the all-beholding Sun,
Has it not seen? The Sea, in storm or calm,
Heaven's ever-changing shadow, spread below,
Have its deaf waves not heard my agony?
Ah me! alas, pain, pain ever, forever!
The crawling glaciers pierce me with the spears
Of their moon-freezing crystals; the bright chains
Eat with their burning cold into my bones.
Heaven's winged hound, polluting from thy lips
His beak in poison not his own, tears up
My heart; and shapeless sights come wandering by,
The ghastly people of the realm of dream,
Mocking me; and the Earthquake-fiends are charged
To wrench the rivets from my quivering wounds
When the rocks split and close again behind;
While from their loud abysses howling throng
The genii of the storm, urging the rage
Of whirlwind, and afflict me with keen hail.
And yet to me welcome is day and night,
Whether one breaks the hoar-frost of the morn,
Or starry, dim, and slow, the other climbs
The leaden-colored east; for then they lead
The wingless, crawling hours, one among whom-As some dark Priest hales the reluctant victim-Shall drag thee, cruel King, to kiss the blood
From these pale feet, which then might trample thee
If they disdained not such a prostrate slave.
Disdain! Ah, no! I pity thee. What ruin
Will hunt thee undefended through the wide Heaven!
How will thy soul, cloven to its depth with terror,
Gape like a hell within! I speak in grief,
Not exultation, for I hate no more,
As then ere misery made me wise. The curse
Once breathed on thee I would recall. Ye Mountains,
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Whose many-voiced Echoes, through the mist
Of cataracts, flung the thunder of that spell!
Ye icy Springs, stagnant with wrinkling frost,
Which vibrated to hear me, and then crept
Shuddering through India! Thou serenest Air
Through which the Sun walks burning without beams!
And ye swift Whirlwinds, who on pois'd wings
Hung mute and moveless o'er yon hushed abyss,
As thunder, louder than your own, made rock
The orb'd world! If then my words had power,
Though I am changed so that aught evil wish
Is dead within; although no memory be
Of what is hate, let them not lose it now!
What was that curse? for ye all heard me speak.
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Act II, Scene 4
ASIA
And who made terror, madness, crime, remorse,
Which from the links of the great chain of things
To every thought within the mind of man
Sway and drag heavily, and each one reels
Under the load towards the pit of death;
Abandoned hope, and love that turns to hate;
And self-contempt, bitterer to drink than blood;
Pain, whose unheeded and familiar speech
Is howling, and keen shrieks, day after day;
And Hell, or the sharp fear of Hell?
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DEMOGORGON
He reigns.
ASIA
Utter his name; a world pining in pain
Asks but his name; curses shall drag him down.
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DEMOGORGON
He reigns.
ASIA
I feel, I know it: who?
DEMOGORGON
He reigns.
ASIA
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Who reigns? There was the Heaven and Earth at first,
And Light and Love; then Saturn, from whose throne
Time fell, an envious shadow; such the state
Of the earth's primal spirits beneath his sway,
As the calm joy of flowers and living leaves
Before the wind or sun has withered them
And semivital worms; but he refused
The birthright of their being, knowledge, power,
The skill which wields the elements, the thought
Which pierces this dim universe like light,
Self-empire, and the majesty of love;
For thirst of which they fainted. Then Prometheus
Gave wisdom, which is strength, to Jupiter,
And with this law alone, 'Let man be free,'
Clothed him with the dominion of wide Heaven.
To know nor faith, nor love, nor law, to be
Omnipotent but friendless, is to reign;
And Jove now reigned; for on the race of man
First famine, and then toil, and then disease,
Strife, wounds, and ghastly death unseen before,
Fell; and the unseasonable seasons drove,
With alternating shafts of frost and fire,
Their shelterless, pale tribes to mountain caves;
And in their desert hearts fierce wants he sent,
And mad disquietudes, and shadows idle
Of unreal good, which levied mutual war,
So ruining the lair wherein they raged.
Prometheus saw, and waked the legioned hopes
Which sleep within folded Elysian flowers,
Nepenthe, Moly, Amaranth, fadeless blooms,
That they might hide with thin and rainbow wings
The shape of Death; and Love he sent to bind
The disunited tendrils of that vine
Which bears the wine of life, the human heart;
And he tamed fire which, like some beast of prey,
Most terrible, but lovely, played beneath
The frown of man; and tortured to his will
Iron and gold, the slaves and signs of power,
And gems and poisons, and all subtlest forms
Hidden beneath the mountains and the waves.
He gave man speech, and speech created thought,
Which is the measure of the universe;
And Science struck the thrones of earth and heaven,
Which shook, but fell not; and the harmonious mind
Poured itself forth in all-prophetic song;
And music lifted up the listening spirit
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Until it walked, exempt from mortal care,
Godlike, o'er the clear billows of sweet sound;
And human hands first mimicked and then mocked,
With moulded limbs more lovely than its own,
The human form, till marble grew divine;
And mothers, gazing, drank the love men see
Reflected in their race, behold, and perish.
He told the hidden power of herbs and springs,
And Disease drank and slept. Death grew like sleep.
He taught the implicated orbits woven
Of the wide-wandering stars; and how the sun
Changes his lair, and by what secret spell
The pale moon is transformed, when her broad eye
Gazes not on the interlunar sea.
He taught to rule, as life directs the limbs,
The tempest-winged chariots of the Ocean,
And the Celt knew the Indian. Cities then
Were built, and through their snow-like columns flowed
The warm winds, and the azure ether shone,
And the blue sea and shadowy hills were seen.
Such, the alleviations of his state,
Prometheus gave to man, for which he hangs
Withering in destined pain; but who rains down
Evil, the immedicable plague, which, while
Man looks on his creation like a god
And sees that it is glorious, drives him on,
The wreck of his own will, the scorn of earth,
The outcast, the abandoned, the alone?
Not Jove: while yet his frown shook heaven, aye when
His adversary from adamantine chains
Cursed him, he trembled like a slave. Declare
Who is his master? Is he too a slave?
DEMOGORGON
All spirits are enslaved which serve things evil:
Thou knowest if Jupiter be such or no.
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Act III, Scene 1.-- Heaven. JUPITER on his Throne; THETIS and the other Deities assembled.
JUPITER
Ye congregated powers of heaven, who share
The glory and the strength of him ye serve,
Rejoice! henceforth I am omnipotent.
All else had been subdued to me; alone
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The soul of man, like unextinguished fire,
Yet burns towards heaven with fierce reproach, and doubt,
And lamentation, and reluctant prayer,
Hurling up insurrection, which might make
Our antique empire insecure, though built
On eldest faith, and hell's coeval, fear;
And though my curses through the pendulous air,
Like snow on herbless peaks, fall flake by flake,
And cling to it; though under my wrath's night
It climb the crags of life, step after step,
Which wound it, as ice wounds unsandalled feet,
It yet remains supreme o'er misery,
Aspiring, unrepressed, yet soon to fall;
Even now have I begotten a strange wonder,
That fatal child, the terror of the earth,
Who waits but till the destined hour arrive,
Bearing from Demogorgon's vacant throne
The dreadful might of ever-living limbs
Which clothed that awful spirit unbeheld,
To redescend, and trample out the spark.
Pour forth heaven's wine, Idæan Ganymede,
And let it fill the dædal cups like fire,
And from the flower-inwoven soil divine,
Ye all-triumphant harmonies, arise,
As dew from earth under the twilight stars.
Drink! be the nectar circling through your veins
The soul of joy, ye ever-living Gods,
Till exultation burst in one wide voice
Like music from Elysian winds.
And thou
Ascend beside me, veil'd in the light
Of the desire which makes thee one with me,
Thetis, bright image of eternity!
When thou didst cry, 'Insufferable might!
God! spare me! I sustain not the quick flames,
The penetrating presence; all my being,
Like him whom the Numidian seps did thaw
Into a dew with poison, is dissolved,
Sinking through its foundations,'--even then
Two mighty spirits, mingling, made a third
Mightier than either, which, unbodied now,
Between us floats, felt, although unbeheld,
Waiting the incarnation, which ascends,
(Hear ye the thunder of the fiery wheels
Griding the winds?) from Demogorgon's throne.
Victory! victory! Feel'st thou not, O world,
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The earthquake of his chariot thundering up
Olympus?
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[The Car of the HOUR arrives. DEMOGORGON
descends and moves towards the Throne of JUPITER.
Awful shape, what art thou? Speak!
DEMOGORGON
Eternity. Demand no direr name.
Descend, and follow me down the abyss.
I am thy child, as thou wert Saturn's child;
Mightier than thee; and we must dwell together
Henceforth in darkness. Lift thy lightnings not.
The tyranny of heaven none may retain,
Or reassume, or hold, succeeding thee;
Yet if thou wilt, as 't is the destiny
Of trodden worms to writhe till they are dead,
Put forth thy might.
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JUPITER
Detested prodigy!
Even thus beneath the deep Titanian prisons
I trample thee! Thou lingerest?
Mercy! mercy!
No pity, no release, no respite! Oh,
That thou wouldst make mine enemy my judge,
Even where he hangs, seared by my long revenge,
On Caucasus! he would not doom me thus.
Gentle, and just, and dreadless, is he not
The monarch of the world? What then art thou?
No refuge! no appeal!
Sink with me then,
We two will sink on the wide waves of ruin,
Even as a vulture and a snake outspent
Drop, twisted in inextricable fight,
Into a shoreless sea! Let hell unlock
Its mounded oceans of tempestuous fire,
And whelm on them into the bottomless void
This desolated world, and thee, and me,
The conqueror and the conquered, and the wreck
Of that for which they combated!
Ai, Ai!
The elements obey me not. I sink
Dizzily down, ever, forever, down.
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And, like a cloud, mine enemy above
Darkens my fall with victory! Ai, Ai!

Act III, Scene 4
SPIRIT OF THE HOUR
Soon as the sound had ceased whose thunder filled
The abysses of the sky and the wide earth,
There was a change; the impalpable thin air
And the all-circling sunlight were transformed,
As if the sense of love, dissolved in them,
Had folded itself round the spher'd world.
My vision then grew clear, and I could see
Into the mysteries of the universe.
Dizzy as with delight I floated down;
Winnowing the lightsome air with languid plumes,
My coursers sought their birthplace in the sun,
Where they henceforth will live exempt from toil,
Pasturing flowers of vegetable fire,
And where my moonlike car will stand within
A temple, gazed upon by Phidian forms
Of thee, and Asia, and the Earth, and me,
And you, fair nymphs, looking the love we feel,-In memory of the tidings it has borne,-Beneath a dome fretted with graven flowers,
Poised on twelve columns of resplendent stone,
And open to the bright and liquid sky.
Yoked to it by an amphisbænic snake
The likeness of those winged steeds will mock
The flight from which they find repose. Alas,
Whither has wandered now my partial tongue
When all remains untold which ye would hear?
As I have said, I floated to the earth;
It was, as it is still, the pain of bliss
To move, to breathe, to be. I wandering went
Among the haunts and dwellings of mankind,
And first was disappointed not to see
Such mighty change as I had felt within
Expressed in outward things; but soon I looked,
And behold, thrones were kingless, and men walked
One with the other even as spirits do-None fawned, none trampled; hate, disdain, or fear,
Self-love or self-contempt, on human brows
No more inscribed, as o'er the gate of hell,
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'All hope abandon, ye who enter here.'
None frowned, none trembled, none with eager fear
Gazed on another's eye of cold command,
Until the subject of a tyrant's will
Became, worse fate, the abject of his own,
Which spurred him, like an outspent horse, to death.
None wrought his lips in truth-entangling lines
Which smiled the lie his tongue disdained to speak.
None, with firm sneer, trod out in his own heart
The sparks of love and hope till there remained
Those bitter ashes, a soul self-consumed,
And the wretch crept a vampire among men,
Infecting all with his own hideous ill.
None talked that common, false, cold, hollow talk
Which makes the heart deny the yes it breathes,
Yet question that unmeant hypocrisy
With such a self-mistrust as has no name.
And women, too, frank, beautiful, and kind,
As the free heaven which rains fresh light and dew
On the wide earth, passed; gentle, radiant forms,
From custom's evil taint exempt and pure;
Speaking the wisdom once they could not think,
Looking emotions once they feared to feel,
And changed to all which once they dared not be,
Yet being now, made earth like heaven; nor pride,
Nor jealousy, nor envy, nor ill shame,
The bitterest of those drops of treasured gall,
Spoiled the sweet taste of the nepenthe, love.
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